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2. Links to knot theory.

3. Interesting resurgence pattern.

4. Calls for a special approach.

Overview

1. Endless continuation.

2. Four types of singularities and generators.

3. Their resurgence pattern.

4. Differential equations.
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Main Tools

1. Coefficient asymptotics and nearest singularities.

2. Alien derivations.

3. The nir -transform.

4. The nur -transform.

5. The Ingress factor

Main results

1. For meromorphic F .

2. For polynomial f . Proof of ODE’s existence.

3. Monomial F . ODE

4. Rational F . General statements and probable non-existence of
ODEs.

5. Knot-related function.



The notion of SP series

We define :

j(ζ) =
∑
0≤n

J(n)ζn

J(n) :=
∑

0≤m<n

∏
0≤k≤n

F (
k

n
)

F = e−f ; F meromorphic, f with logarithmic singularities.

F and f shall be referred to as ”driving functions”.
Remark 1 : When 0 is a pole of F , we take 1 instead of 0 as lower
bound in

∑
and

∏
.

Remark 2 : The problem wouldn’t change significantly if the lower
and upper bound in

∑
and

∏
were changed.



Main problems:

1. analytic continuation properties.

2. description of the Riemann surface of j(ζ).

3. location of the singular points.

4. exact description of the singularites there.



Motivations

First motivation: knot theory Knot theory associates with each
knot K two types of formal power series:

I The non-perturbative series GNP
K (ζ) ∈ C{ζ}

I The perturbative series GP
K (n) ∈ C[[n−1]]

GNP is convergent but GP
K is divergent and Borel-summable.

In both cases, the main ingredient is the ”quantum factorial”:

(q)m :=
∏

1≤k≤m
(1− qk)

The series GNP
K are of ”SP type” for the (41 knot).



Motivations:(contd)...

Second motivation: Interesting resurgence pattern
SP series are a rather natural generalisation of hypergeometric
series:
Like these, they possess an interesting resurgence structure. Be it
enough to say here that:

(i) it measures singularities over ω with the help of linear
operators ∆ω (the so called alien derivation)

(ii) it studies the way in which singularities generate each other,
and reproduce, under successive alien derivations.



Motivations:(contd)...

Third motivation: SP series call for a special approach
SP series are one of the rare instances where there exists no short
cut for deriving the form of the singularities (no driving equation
which can be directly subjected to alien derivation). Here, the
singularities (at least the closest ones) have to derived directly
from the asymptotics of the Taylor coefficients and their
sum-product syntax.



Overview
1. Endless continuation:
If the driving function F or (what it amounts to the same) f , has
endless analytic continuation (i.e. it has no analytic barriers but
only isolated singular points), then so has the corresponding SP
series.
2. Four types of singularities or generators:
Remark 1: We distinguish singular points ω from the singularities
there (analytic germs).
Remark 2:

Dωφ(ζ) =
1

2πi

(
φ((ω + ζ)+)− φ((ω + ζ)−)

)
(ω+ζ)−

$$

(ω+ζ)+
::•

Remark 3: This provisional definition, leaves out the Laurent terms
at ω, but it doesn’t matter, since these contribute nothing to the
other singularities.



Overview

There are four types of singularities associated to the SP series:

I original generator : the SP series itself.

I outer generators: associated with points where F (ω) = 0

I inner generators: associated with points where f (ω) = 0

I movable (or exceptional or auxiliary) generators: associated
with any point ω where F (ω) 6= 0 and f (ω) 6= 0. They don’t
occur naturally, but have to be constructed. Their
construction is patterned on that of that of the inner
generators, but their base point ω can be moved around and
taken as close as one wishes to any really existing singularity.
Though not part of the resurgence algebra, they are extremely
helpful.



Overview

3. General pattern of resurgence
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An arrow G1 −→ G2 means ”G1 generates G2”, or ”G1 sees G2”.
For the inner generators, all arrows point in both directions: this is
the ”ping-pong phenomenon”.



Overview
Resurgence pattern

The core of the resurgence algebra consists of a (finite or infinite)
number of inner generators linked in an unbroken chain consisting
of pairs of mutually invisible generators. Here is a possible pattern:

G3• oo // G4•OO

��

oo // G7•OO

��

oo // G8•
G1• xx

88

ff

&& G2•
��

OO

G5• oo // G6•



Overview

4. Differential Equations:
The inner generators verify ODEs (actually linear homogeneous
ODEs) in two cases:

I when F is monomial i.e. of the form F (x) = (1− ax)n, n ∈ Z
I when f is polynomial.

These are apparently the only such cases.



Two basic approaches:

a) The Costin - Garoufalidis approach

I global in nature.

I based on the Riemann-Hilbert theory.

I good at predicting the location of singular points.

I less good at describing the exact singularities there.

b) The present approach

I analytic in nature: pieces the global picture together from the
local picture.

I based on the use of movable generators and on two specific
integro-differential transforms:
(i) the nur -transform (behind the outer generators).
(ii) the nir -transform (behind the inner generators).

I good at locating the singular points and at describing the
singularities there.



Main tools

Strong versus weak resurgence.
“True” resurgence equations are relations of the form :

E (ϕ,∆ωϕ) ≡ 0 or E (ϕ,∆ω1ϕ, . . . ,∆ωnϕ) ≡ 0

with expressions E that are typically non-linear (at least ϕ) and
that may involve arbitrary scalar- or function-valued coefficients.
Such equations express unexpected self-reproduction properties –
that is to say, non-trivial relations between the minor (as a germ at
ζ = 0) and its various singularities.
Good news: Often times the resurgence of ϕ as well as the exact
shape of its resurgence equations, can usually be derived almost
without analysis, merely by letting each ∆ω act on S(ϕ) in
accordance with certain formal rules.



Main tools

Strong versus weak resurgence.
Not so good news: SP-series lead to fairly degenerate resurgence
patterns that are both rigid and affine. In general SP-series verify
no useful equation or system S(ϕ) = 0 that might give us a clue as
to their resurgence properties.
⇒ the resurgence apparatus (alien derivations etc) ceases to work
in full strength
⇒ use other methods like Taylor coefficient asymptotics and the
nir/mir-transforms.



Main tools

Coefficient asymptotics and nearest singularities
In order to deduce the closest singularity of ϕ from the closest
singularity of J,

I we first express J(n) as a Cauchy integral on a circle
|ζ| = |ζ0| − ε.

I We then deform that circle to a contour Γ which coincides
with the larger circle |ζ| = |ζ0|+ ε except for a slit along the
interval [ζ0, ζ0 + ε] to avoid crossing the singularity at ζ0.

I Lastly, we transform Γ into Γ∗ (resp. Γ∗ = −Γ∗) under the
change ζ = ζ0eν .

So one can retrieve the information from the Borel transform of J
which is linked with ϕ explicitely and hence one can deduce the
closest singularity of ϕ from the closest singularity of J.



Retrieving distant singularities.
The procedure extends to farther-lying singularities. In fact, if J is
endlessly continuable, so is ϕ, and the former’s resurgence pattern
neatly translates into the latter’s. We shall only require knowledge
of those singularities of ϕ which lie on its (0-centered, closed) star
of holomorphy. All the other singularities will follow under repeated
alien differentiation.



Main tools:
Alien derivations:
Linear operators ∆ω that measure singularities at or rather over a
point ω in such a way as to be derivation with respect to the
convolution product:

∆ω(φ̂1 ? φ̂2) ≡ ∆ω(φ̂1) ? φ̂2 + φ̂1 ?∆ω(φ̂2)

φ̂1 ? φ̂2(ζ) :=

∫ ζ

0
φ̂1(ζ1)φ̂2(ζ − ζ1)dζ1 for ζ close to 0

∆ωφ̂(ζ) =
∑
εi=±

εrλ
ε1,...,εr−1φε1,...,εrω1,...,ωr

(ω + ζ)

λε1,...,εr :=
p!q!

r !
with p =

∑
εi=+

1; q =
∑
εi=−

1



Shift operators

We consider four types of shift operators β(∂τ ):

trivial choice :β(τ) := τ−1

standard choice :β(τ) := (eτ/2 − e−τ/2)−1

odd choice :β(τ) := τ−1 +
∑
s≥0

β2s+1τ
2s+1

general choice :β(τ) := τ−1 +
∑
s≥0

βsτ
s



Main tools
The nir -transform:(behind the inner generators)

Direct expression of the nir -transform
Integral expression of nir.
Starting from f we define f ⇑β

∗
as follows :

f (x) =
∑
k≥κ

fk xk (κ ≥ 1 , fκ 6= 0)

f ⇑β
∗
(n, τ) := β(∂τ ) f (

τ

n
) with ∂τ :=

∂

∂τ

:=
∑
k≥κ

fk n−k β∗k(τ)

The nir-transform f 7→ h is then defined as follows :

h(ν) =
1

2πi

∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
exp(n ν)

dn

n

∫ ∞
0

exp#(−f ⇑β
∗
(n, τ)) dτ



Main tools

Properties of the nir-transform

Lemma
(The nir-transform preserves convergence)
Starting from a (locally) convergent f , the τ -integration in the
above expression usually destroys convergence, but the subsequent
n-integration always restores it. This holds not only in the
standard case, but also in the non-standard one, provided β(τ) has
positive convergence radius.



Main tools
Analytic expression of the nir -transform

The long, nine-link chain:

nir→ → → → nir→ H H = Li or Le
↑ ↓ ↑9

↑ f ∗
3→ g∗ ↓ h ′ h′ = `i or `e

↑ ↑2 ↓4 ↓ ↑8
nir←− f g

nir−→ h h = `i or `e
↑1 ↓5 ↑7

F −g 6−→ −→ ~
mir



Main tools
The analytic expression of nir -transform:

Details of the nine steps:

1→ : precomposition : F → f ; f (x) := − log F (x)
2→ : integration : f → f ∗ ; f ∗(x) :=

∫ x
0 f (x0) dx0

3→ : reciprocation : f ∗ → g∗ ; f ∗ ◦ g∗ = id
4→ : derivation : g∗ → g ; g(y) := d

dy g∗(y)
5→ : inversion : g → −g ; −g(y) := 1/g(y)
6→ : mir functional : −g → ~ ; int.−diff . expression
7→ : inversion : ~→ h ; h(ν) := 1/~(ν)
8→ : derivation : h→ h′ ; h′(ν) := d

dν h(ν)
9→ : postcomposition : h′ → H ; H(ζ) := h′(log(1 + ζ

ω )

2...7→ : nir functional : g → h ;



The so called reciprocation-transform:

Example of nir-transform:
[The simplest case of nir-transform]
For the choice β(τ) := τ−1, the pair {h, ~} coincides with the pair
{g ,−g}. In other words, mir degenerates into the identity, and nir
essentially reduces to changing the germ f ∗ into its functional
inverse g∗ (“reciprocation”).



Main tools

For any input f of the form p log(x) + Reg(x) where p ∈ Z
and Reg(x) is a regular analytic germ, the image h of f under the
nir-transform is also an analytic germ:

nir : f (x) = p log(x) + Reg1(x)→ Reg2(x)

The singular part of h is 0.
Germs f with logarithmic singularities that are entire multiples of
log(x) belong to the kernel of nir and produce no inner generators.
This important and totally non-trivial fact is essential for
describing the inner algebras of SP series jF constructed from a
meromorphic input.



Lemma (Formula for mir in the standard case)

The mir transforms −g 7→ ~ is explicitely given by :

1

~(ν)
=
[ 1

−g(ν)
exp

(
−
∑
r≥1

βr I r (−g(ν)∂ν)r−g(ν)
)]

I=∂−1
ν

– first, we expand the blocks (−g(ν)∂ν)r−g(ν).
– second, we expand exp(. . . ). This involves taking the suitable
powers of the formal variable I , with “I ” standing for “integration”.
– third , we divide by −g(ν).
– fourth, we move each I r to the left-most position, this means
that all the powers of −g ,−g ′,−g ′′ etc must be put to the right of I r .
– fifth, we replace each I r by the operator ∂−rν which stands for n
successive formal integrations from 0 to ν.
– sixth, we carry out these integrations.



Main tools
The nur -transform (behind the outer generators)

Expression of nur -transform in terms of nir -transform The
nur-transforms reduces to an alternating sum of nir-transforms :

nur(f ) =
∑
p∈Z

(−1)p nir(2πi p + f )

The nir-transform depends on the exact determination of logF , the
nur-transform depends only on the determination of F 1/2.
The square root of F comes from our having replaced jF by j#F , i.e.
from dividing by the ingress factor, which carries the term

e−
f0
2 = F (0)1/2.



Main tools

The ingress factor
For technical convenience, we replace the given SP series:

j(ζ) =
∑

J(n)ζn

by a corrected invariant

j#(ζ) =
∑

J#(n)ζn

with J#(n) = J(n)/Ĩ gF (n) with an ”ingress factor”:

Ĩ gF (n) = exp
(
− 1

2
f (0) +

∑
1≤s odd

bs
ns

f (s)(0)
)



This purely technical trick involves no loss of information and
achieves two things :
(i) the various outer and inner generators will appear as purely local
transforms of the driving function F , taken at suitable base points.
(ii) distinct series jFi

(ζ) relative to distinct base points xi will lead
to exactly the same inner generators and so to the same inner
algebra – which wouldn’t be the case but for the removal of IgF .
The effect of removing it and putting it back putting it back can
be completely mastered.



Main results
The general case : meromorphic F

1. If F is holomorphic on [0, 1], then the SP series has positive
convergence radius.

2. If F is meromorphic, then the “raw ” SP series

j(ζ) :=
∑

J(n)ζn with J(n) :=
∑

0≤m≤n

∏
0≤k≤m

F (
f

n
)

as well as its “corrected” variant:

j# :=
∑

J#(n)ζn with J#(n) :=
J(n)

IgF (n)
; IgF = “ingress factor”

possess analytic continuation (no singular boundaries)

3. If f := − log F is holomorphic with n zeros (n ≤ +∞), then
there are exactly n inner generators.

4. If F is meromorphic, then there are infinitely many inner
generators as soon as F has more than one pole or more than
one zero.



Inner generators and ordinary differential equations.
The case of a polynomial f

In some important instances, namely for all polynomial inputs f
and some rational inputs F , the corresponding inner generators
happen to verify ordinary differential equation of a rather simple
type – linear homogeneous with polynomial coefficients – but often
of high degree. These ODEs are interesting on three accounts:

I They lead to an alternative, more classical derivation of the
properties of these inner generators.

I They yield a precise description of their behaviour over ∞ in
the ν-plane, i.e. over 0 in the ζ-plane.

I They stand out, among similar-looking ODEs, as leading to a
rigid resurgence pattern, with essentially discrete Stokes
constants, insentitive to the continuously varying parameters.



The inner resurgence algebra for SP series.

Polynomial inputs f . Examples.

Example

f (x) = x r There is only one inner generator ĥ(ν) which, up to the
factor ν1/2, is an entire function of ν.

Example

f (x) = x r − 1 There are r inner generators. We have exact radial
symmetry, of radius 1 in the x-plane and radius η = 1/(r + 1) in
the ν-plane. Every singular point there sees all the others : we
have ‘multiple ping-pong’, governed by a very simple resurgence
system.



Holomorphic inputs f . Examples.

Example

f (x) = exp(x)
To the unique ‘zero’ x0 = −∞ of f (x) there answers a unique

inner generator ˆh(ν). It is of rather exceptional type, in as far as is
local behaviour is described a transseries rather than a series, but
said transseries is still produced by the usual mechanism of the
nine-link chain.

Example

f (x) = exp(x)− 1 or f (x) = sin2(x) All zeros xi of f (x)
contribute distinct inner generators, identical up to shifts but
positioned at different locations νj .



Example

f (x) = sin(x)
Here, the periodic f (x) still has infinitely many zeros but is

constant-free (i.e. is itself the derivative of a periodic function). As
a consequence, we have just two inner generators, at two distinct
locations, like in case f (x) = 1− x2 but of course with a more
complex resurgence pattern.



Rational inputs F . Examples.

Example

F (x) = (1− x)
The inner algebra here reduces to one generator h(ν) and a fairly

trivial one at that, since h(ν) = constν1/2, as given by the
semi-entire part of the nir-transform. In contrast, the entire part of
the nir-transform (which lacks intrinsic significance) is, even in this
simplest of cases, a highly transcendental function : in particular, it
verifies no linear ODE with polynomial coefficients.



Knot related SP series:

For the knot K = 41 we set:

φ41(p) :=
∑
1≤n

(q)m(q−1)m

the the non-perturbative GNP
K and the perturbative GP

K series
become

I GNP
K =

∑
0≤n φ41(e2πi/n)ζn,

I GP
K (ζ) = φ41(e−1/n).

GNP
K is a SP series with driving function F (x) = 4sin2(πx).



The outer generators:

`u3 = 2
3 π

2

`u5 = 47
90 π

4

`u7 = 12361
28350 π

6

`u9 = 10771487
28576800 π

8

`u11 = 23554574521
70727580000 π

10

`u13 = 108745677770927
364105581840000 π

12

`u15 = 941991271620333481
3479028834481200000 π

14

`u17 = 14052251175701893474367
56777750578733184000000 π

16



Future research project

Extend the theory of SP-series to power series where the
coefficients have a SP...SP syntax. This should cover the most
general knot-related series.
Techniques: Build on results for SP series; combinatorics;
resurgent analysis.



Thanks


	Kernel of the nir transform.

